Shock Guard is on guard.

Lightweight protective mailers cut shipping costs.

Introducing versatile packaging that form-fits to any shape and is so strong and lightweight, it can be sent with confidence through the mail. So easy to use, it seals in seconds with one piece of tape. Shock Guard™ Mailers from Poly Foam Inc are the practical, low cost shipping solution.

- Complete packages weigh less than one ounce for great savings in mailing.
- Rugged construction makes it crush resistant.
- Mailer halves lock together with a piece of tape for labor savings that add up.
- Light, strong white expanded polystyrene can be stamped or labeled easily.
- Foam inserts conform to any shape and hold articles in place.

Shock Guard mailers have proven themselves protecting all kinds of fragile goods:

Small electronics  Jewelry & watches
Ear molds        Eyeglasses
Hearing aids     to name just a few.

Shock Guard is on guard against high shipping cost.

Let the qualified staff at Plasti-Fab help you to create the right protection for your cushioning needs.

Shock Guard mailers protect better for less...

- Less weight
- Less work
- Less postage
- Less worry